Membership Fees

SCTE® Corporate Members

MEMBERSHIP TYPE

ANNUAL FEE

FELLOW

£80 + VAT

MEMBER

£70 + VAT

TECHNICIAN MEMBER

£55 + VAT

ASSOCIATE MEMBER

£55 + VAT

STUDENT

£27 + VAT

The Society acknowledges the following Corporate Members for
their support of the Society and the industry:
202 COMMUNICATIONS
AMPHENOL BROADBAND
SOLUTIONS
AND SOLUTION GMBH
ANTIFERENCE LTD
APPEAR AS
ARCOM DIGITAL LLC
ATEME
ATX NETWORKS CORP.
BRASS TRADING LTD

CORPORATE MEMBER

INCA (THE INDEPENDENT
NETWORKS COOPERATIVE
ASSOC)
IPKO TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ISKRATEL D.O.O.
LINDSAY BROADBAND INC
METRO DIGITAL TV LTD
MILLS LTD
MURATA POWER SOLUTIONS
(CELAB) LTD

BRAUN TELECOM GMBH

NEXT GEN NETWORKS
INSTITUTE

Bronze Membership

£250 + VAT

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGIES CO AS

OPENVAULT

Silver Membership

£500 + VAT

CABLE TELEVISION
SERVICES LTD

PACIFIC BROADBAND
NETWORKS (PBN)

CALIX

PLAYBOX TECHNOLOGY LTD

Gold Membership

£1,000 + VAT

CHERRY & WHITE LTD

PPC

Platinum Membership

£2,000 + VAT

COMMSCOPE

QORVO

COMSOF

RINCON TECHNOLOGY, INC

COMTEC CABLE
ACCESSORIES LTD

ROBERT OLIVER TV AERIALS &
SATELLITE SYSTEMS

COMTECH COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY LTD

SCCI ALPHATRACK LTD

n Training and education

STANLEY SECURITY SOLUTIONS
LTD

n Accreditation and
certification

T4H (TECH4HOME)

n Lectures and activity days

Joining is easy – apply online through our website

www.theSCTE.eu
For more information, please contact:SCTE® - Communications House, 41a Market Street
Watford, Hertfordshire, WD18 0PN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1923 815500 E-mail: office@theSCTE.eu
Website: www.theSCTE.eu
Or contact Melissa Cogavin:
melissa@theSCTE.eu

CORNING OPTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS GMBH &
CO KG
COTSWOLD
COMMUNICATIONS LTD

TECHNETIX LTD
TELESTE LTD

Society for
Broadband Professionals
Working for the Benefit of the
Global Broadband Industry

n Conferences and
exhibitions

DCT DELTA AG

TELEVES UK LTD

DIVITEL BV

THE CABLE CENTER

n Networking and social
events

EXFO INC

TV AERIAL SPECIALISTS LTD

n Standards development

FLOMATIK NETWORK
SERVICES LTD

UNITRON NV
VIAVI SOLUTIONS

n Member services and
discounts

VIRGIN MEDIA

n Awards and bursaries

VOOVE LIMITED

n Quarterly magazine

WEBRO CABLES & CONNECTORS

n Industry handbook

FUTURE TV
GIBFIBRE LTD
GLOBAL INVACOM LTD
GUTJAHR THINKERS & MAKERS
HARMONIC (UK) LTD

WISI COMMUNICATIONS GMBH
& CO KG

HIRSCHMANN MULTIMEDIA B.V.

WORLDWIDE SUPPLY B.V.

HYPEX LTD

XPRESSO COMMUNICATIONS

n Webinars and
podcasts

www.theSCTE.eu

Training

Awards, bursaries and standards

Member discounts

SCTE training courses have achieved wide acceptance as the
standard for young technicians wishing to enter the field of
broadband telecoms. Designed for online use, the courses are used
in-house by a number of international operating companies and
SCTE instructors work with engineers in a variety of organisations
worldwide. They offer an excellent grounding in the basic principles
and mathematics that make up the framework of broadband
telecommunications technology and provide the foundations of an
engineering career. SCTE members receive special discounts.

The Society chairs the British Standards Committee for Cable
Systems and represents the UK at European (CENELEC) and world
(IEC) levels. It also runs the annual SCTE Technology Innovation
Awards, a range of individual Achievement Awards and the
Challenge Awards in the Balkans. We also provide a limited series
of bursaries to international events (such as FTTH Conference,
ANGA COM and IBC), where the SCTE and its partners cover the
cost of flights, hotels and conference entrance to the event.

SCTE Members receive member discounts to attend key industry
events worldwide. Discounts on PR packages, market research
data and business stationery are other benefits of membership.

Accreditation
As a Learned non-profit Society, the SCTE provides accreditation
and certification for its members, giving them professional standing
within the industry. Full Members and Fellows are able to use the
designations MSCTE and FSCTE after their names. Technicians,
Associates and Students may use TMSCTE, AMSCTE and
SMSCTE respectively.

Networking opportunities
The Society offers a variety of annual networking opportunities
to members. These include lecture meetings, conferences,
exhibitions, dinners, cocktail parties, activity days, technician open
days and representation at various international exhibitions and
conferences (such as IBC and ANGA COM), where members can
use SCTE exhibition facilities. Our Annual Dinner and Awards where
excellence in the broadband industry is a highlight. Sponsorship
opportunites are available at all our events.

Lectures
The Society stages lecture meetings regularly throughout the year,
as well as through its Benelux Group at selected European venues.
The lecture meetings are free to members and represent excellent
value for the price of annual membership. Excellent networking
opportunities via informal lunches and cocktail receptions are
provided.

Webinars and Podcasts
The SCTE offers bespoke webinars at a discounted rate to members,
providing up to 90 minutes of dedicated time to create compelling,
original content to educate your viewers, raise your profile and
elevate your brand. We also provide our Corporate Members with a
complimentary podcast hosted on our Spotify channel.

Website and archive

Publications

The website is regularly updated and carries lecture presentations
available for download, standards reports and the latest
technical data and members receive a login and password for
our substantial Members Area.

The SCTE publishes Broadband Journal, a quarterly magazine
distributed to all members and at major international conferences
and exhibitions throughout the year. Containing news technical
data, standards updates, opinion pieces and features as well as
articles on many aspects of of broadband and telecommunications
technologies; some reporting over-the-horizon developments that
are not yet out of the laboratory. Broadband Journal caters for all
levels of experience and welcomes contributions from members,
the industry and the academic world. Broadband Journal is also
available online.

Membership

The Society also publishes a Members Handbook which contains
essential technical specifications and technological updates, as
well as a membership directory and register of SCTE consultants.

Membership of the SCTE is open to anyone worldwide who
has an interest in the delivery of broadband communications.
Those qualified for the engineering grades may aspire to full
Membership and Fellowship of the Society, which confers the
right to have MSCTE or FSCTE after their name. The SCTE is
delighted to welcome Corporate Members, offering a wealth
of benefits at exceptional value, including a free personal
membership programme as part of the package. It also has
classifications for Student and Associate Members.
Membership of the Society is composed of the following seven
categories:

SCTE history

n Honorary Fellows

The SCTE is a non-profit making organisation managed by an
Executive Committee consisting of elected volunteers from
the broadband industry. It is a group of engineers, technicians,
installers and like-minded people involved in broadband
telecommunications passionate about sharing technical expertise
with others to improve the general standing of the industry.

n Members

n Fellows
n Technicians
n Associates
n Students
n Corporate

The SCTE was founded in 1945. Originally called ‘The Society of
Relay Engineers’, with the advent of cable television it became
the ‘Society of Cable Television Engineers’. In 1994,
reflecting the changes in the industry, it adopted
the name ‘Society of Cable Telecommunication
Engineers’.
Whilst retaining the well known ‘SCTE’ brand name, it is
now known as the ‘Society for Broadband Professionals’
to cover the entire spectrum of broadband telecoms.
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